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Founded in 1949, this family-owned company is one of the world's leading manufacturers of arc welding equipment
and related products. Kemppi operates all over the world, and the company headquarters and production units are
located Finland.
Kemppi develops its products in cooperation with the customer. Integration between man and machine is carefully
designed for benefit of efficient, productive, high quality welding.
For product demonstration, evaluation and consultancy, please contact your local supplier. Information can be found
on page 51 of this catalogue or our web site at www.kemppi.com.
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MIG/MAG welding
Because welding applications vary, we design products to meet
specific needs. So if you’re looking for a lightweight compact
machine or modular welding equipment for heavy industry,
you can be sure to select the right machine for the task.
Designed for welders with an eye for quality, Kemppi
MIG/MAG equipment keeps the technology on the inside
and simple, intuitive control and performance outside.
Real world welding satisfaction.
MinarcMig
KempoMat/KempoWeld
Kempact MIG/Kempact Pulse
FitWeld
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For detailed product information, videos and news...

MinarcMig
Adaptive 170/180

An adaptive
tool for the
mobile welder

MinarcMig key features

MinarcMig Adaptive packs huge
welding capacity into its small
compact size. Weighing less than
10kg, both models lead their power
class with an astonishing 25% duty
cycle welding capacity at
maximum output.
MinarcMig Adaptive makes quality
welding easy with its unique control
system. Choose either the 170 amp
basic panel model for welding with
solid or cored steel filler wires, or
the awarding winning 180 amp
LCD panel model, providing both
automatic and manual control for
welding steel, stainless steel or
aluminium.
In brief
• Package includes welding
gun, return lead and gas hose
• Simply select the plate thickness
and weld
• Suitable for use with power generators
• Impact resistant plastic case

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Optional MST400 carriage
unit combines both machine
and gas cylinder.

MinarcMig 170 control panel. Plate
thickness and weld shape control.
MinarcMig 180 LCD control panel
displays intuitive parameter information.
Controls include material type selection,
plate thickness and weld shape.

Connection voltage
Output @ 25% duty cycle (40 °C)
Wire spool, max. ø (mm)
Filler wires ø (mm)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (incl. gun and cables) (kg)

Adaptive 170
1~, 50/60 Hz, 230 V ±15%
170 A/22.5 V
200
0.6 – 1.0 (Fe, Fe FCW)
400 x 180 x 340
9.8

Adaptive 180
1~, 50/60 Hz, 230 V ±15%
180 A/23.0 V
200
0.6 – 1.0 (Fe, Fe FCW, Ss, Al)
400 x 180 x 340
9.8

MIG/MAG Welding | MinarcMig
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KempoMat
KempoWeld

Recognised and
appreciated
for rugged
construction and
simple controls
Traditional step regulated power
sources, strong and enclosed wire
feed systems, plus integrated cylinder
carriages make KempoMat and
KempoWeld ideal for professional
users specialising in steel fabrication.

KempoMat/KempoWeld key features
The KempoMat name stands for no nonsense dependability and
reliability. Choose from four models including 200, 250, 320 and 420 amp
outputs, powered from a 3ph mains network. KempoMat provides the
welding power to meet your needs.
KempoWeld has a trusted reputation the world over. The range includes
powerful 320 and 420 amp air cooled, plus 320, 420 and 550 amp water
cooled models. Extend your welding reach with the Wire200, Wire400
and Wire500 feed unit range. Robust construction and heavy duty feed
mechanisms ensure reliable filler wire delivery.

In brief
• Basic MIG/MAG welding range, heavy
duty construction
• Simple voltage and wire feed control
• Integral undercarriage and cylinder
carrier
• Inclined gun angle improves feed
quality

6
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For detailed product information, videos and news...

KempoMat/KempoWeld options
Reduce operator fatigue and increase welding performance with cycle arc
and spot welding timer, 2T/4T gun sequence function, burn back control.
MMT MIG/MAG welding guns provide high quality performance in a variety
of lengths. See pages 17–18.

MSD-1 V/A meter kit option, provides
simple, clear voltage and current
measurement.

KMW Sync kit allows synchronisation with
supplementary wire feeding devices.
Gun holder option increases gun life and
helps maintain a tidy work area. See page 39.

KempoWeld Wire feed cabinet
undercarriage P500, improves mobility.
KempoWeld KV400 swing/boom arm
is ideal for working around jigs and fixtures.

Connection voltage
Output (40 °C)
Voltage steps
Filler wires ø (mm)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

KempoMat 2100

KempoMat 2500

3~ 230 V/400 V
200 A/23 V @ 25%
10
0.6 – 1.2
910 x 410 x 820
54

3~ 230/400 V
250 A/26 V @ 30%
10
0.6 – 1.2
930 x 440 x 860
80

KempoMat 3200
KempoWeld 3200/3200W
3~ 230/400 V
320 A/32 V @ 40%
40
0.6 – 1.6
970 x 480 x 970
118

KempoMat 4200
KempoWeld 4200/4200W

KempoWeld 5500W

3~ 230/400 V
420 A/37.5 V @ 40%
56
0.6 – 1.6
970 x 480 x 970
130

380 V -10%...415 V +6%
550 A/42 V @ 60%
32
0.6 – 2.4
1075 x 480 x 1140
194
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Kempact
MIG 2530
Pulse 3000

Combine the
economy of cost,
size, weight, and
performance
Don’t waste time and energy with
large heavy equipment. Get up close
with Kempact MIG/MAG equipment.
Light in weight and compact in size,
Kempact is easy to move and has
enough power for a multitude of
welding tasks.

Kempact key features and options
Kempact 2530 is 70% lighter in weight than traditional step regulated
machines. Electronic control of voltage and wire speed allows arc tuning
during the weld process, so you can quickly establish the desired weld
settings. Includes gun trigger latching and wire inch function.
Kempact Pulse 3000 features synergic, pulsed and double-pulsed
welding. Standard programs suit a variety of materials including Fe, FeMc,
FeFc, St/St, Alu, CuSi3, CuAl8 fillers wires. Simply select the filler wire type, size
and plate thickness and weld. For those regular welding jobs there’s even a
100 channel memory function.
When the heat is on, keep your gun cool with KempactCool 10. Optional fit
for Kempact Pulse 3000 only.
For Kemppi welding guns including WeldSnake 6m/8m models for extra
distance and reach see pages 17–18.

Model choice includes Kempact
2530 for basic MIG/MAG welding
and Kempact Pulse 3000 for
high quality synergic and
pulsed MIG/MAG welding.
In brief
• Basic MIG/MAG model
• Synergic pulsed model
• 4 roll wire drive system
• Electronic power regulation
• Maximum output at 40% duty cycle
• Light weight – 22kg

Kempact MIG 2530

Kempact Pulse 3000

Kempact
Connection voltage 3~50/60 Hz
Output @ 40% duty cycle (40 °C)
Wire spool, max. ø (mm)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)

2530
400 V ±15 %
250 A/26.5 V
300
580 x 280 x 440
20

Kempact Pulse 3000
with KempactCool 10

Pulse 3000 (MVU*)
400 V ±15 % (*230 V/400 V)
250 A/26.5 V
300
580 x 280 x 440
22

(MVU*) Multi-voltage version available
8
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Big power,
small package,
quick ignition
FitWeld 300 MIG/MAG machine is
the solution for tacking and welding
in heavy industry. QuickArc ignition
techniques, the latest GT WireDrive
mechanics and Brights cabinet
lighting, combine with other features
to make welding faster, easier
and safer.
Offering real economy of size and
weight, FitWeld also saves up to 57%
on input power and increases tack
and welding speed to twice that of
traditional MMA equipment.
In brief
• 300A, 20% duty cycle, 14.5kg
• Easy tune step-less voltage and
wire speed
• Adjustment for shielding gas flow
to welding gun
• Three position switch for self shielded
and shielded filler wires

FitWeld key features
KVA
Power
KVAInput
Input
Power

FitWeld 300

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2

Traditional 300A MMA
Traditional 300A MIG/MAG
FitWeld 300

50A

100A

150A
200A
Welding
outputcurrent
current
Welding output

Reduce your electrical power
consumption with FitWeld 300.

250A

300A

FitWeld’s welding heritage shines
through with precise and crisp arc
character. Its tough and robust plastic case
protects the power source in extreme
conditions. The GT WireDrive unit is
compact and strong, giving rapid response
to welding gun trigger signals, making it
ideal for multiple arc starts in tack welding
environments.
FitWeld equipment is compatible
with MMT MIG/MAG welding guns.
See pages 17–18.

FitWeld 300 mounted
on ST7 transport unit.

Fitweld
Connection voltage
Output @ 20% duty cycle (40 °C)
Connection cable/fuse delayed
Wire spool, max. ø
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

300
3 ~, 50/60 Hz 400 V -15% +10%
300 A
HO7RN 4G1,5 (5m)/10 A
200 mm
457 x 226 x 339
14.5
MIG/MAG Welding | FitWeld
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FastMig
KM 300, 400, 500
KMS 300, 400, 500

Power, quality and
economy seldom
sit together, but
FastMig combines
them all
FastMig KM and KMS MIG/MAG
machines pack huge duty cycle
performance into compact lean
dimensions and weight, increasing
productivity and work site mobility.

FastMig KM key features
FastMig KM range is the modern alternative to traditional stepswitch designs. New control technology ensures excellent arc ignition
and welding performance, so you spend more time welding and less time
cleaning weld spatter.
Choose from 300/400/500 amp power source models, plus two robust,
impact resistant, plastic cased wire feeders for 200mm and 300mm
wire spools. Electronic control means you can tune and adjust the weld
settings from the wire feed unit, even during welding. Choose from
our wide range of interconnecting cable sets and you’ll have the reach,
control and distance you need.

Precise arc performance suits
environments where quality matters
and 10% more power efficiency over
conventional designs will please
every user.
In brief
• Precise electronic control
• Quality welding performance
• Practical, modular design
• Low energy consumption
• Distance wire feeding options
• Practical and versatile functions
• Wise process solutions

10
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FastMig KM 400
power source,
MF 33 wire feed
unit and PM500
transport unit.

For detailed product information, videos and news...

FastMig KMS key features

FastMig KMS options

Power efficient 300/400/500 amp KMS models combine with three
MXF wire feed units suiting different work site conditions and 200mm and
300mm wire spools. A choice of basic or synergic control panels offer large,
clear meter displays and logical, useful functions that make welding easy
in any situation. Synergic SFW control panels simplify weld process control
including selections for Fe, St/St, Al, CuSi, CuAl8 filler wires in a range of
diameters.

R30 DataRemote

SuperSnake GT02SW

DataGun

If you need remote arc
control, connect R30
DataRemote with MXF wire
feed units for the complete
solution. R30 DataRemote
is compact and robust,
combining real-time power
control and clear weld
data display.

Combine FastMig KMS with
SuperSnake GT02SW for the
ultimate distance and access
welding solution, extending
the reach of standard
welding guns up to 25m
from the wire feed unit.
See pages 14–15.

Add compatible Wise
process software with
DataGun. See pages 44–45.

FastMig KMS is compatible with several Wise process products, including
WiseRoot and WisePenetration, ensuring KMS users have the option to easily
tackle those specialist tasks when needed. See pages 44–45.

FastMig KMS 400, FastCool 10,
MXF 65, SF 52W control panel,
PM500 transport unit.

Wire feed units for different
applications. MXF 65/MXF 67
for 300mm wire spools. MXF 63
for 200mm wire spools.

Connection voltage, 3~, 50/60Hz
Output @ 100% duty cycle (40 °C)
Connection cable/fuse delayed
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)

KM/KMS 300
400 V -15%...+20%
300 A/29 V
HO7RN 4G6 (5m)/25 A
590 x 230 x 430
34

KM/KMS 400
400 V -15%...+20%
380 A/33 V
HO7RN 4G6 (5m)/35 A
590 x 230 x 430
35

KM/KMS 500
400 V -15%...+20%
430 A/35.5 V
HO7RN 4G6 (5m)/35 A
590 x 230 x 430
36

400/230A Multi-voltage model also available.
..please visit www.kemppi.com
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FastMig
Pulse 350/450

Modular design,
digital precision
and quality
Build the pulsed MIG/MAG
machine you need. Air- or watercooled packages combine with
innovative distance wire feeding and
remote control options to deliver
outstanding welding performance.
Kemppi’s Wise software products
offer additional choice and solutions
that match welding business in the
real world, so you can be sure to
cover your welding requirements
now and far into the future.
In brief
• Basic, 1-MIG, pulsed, double-pulsed,
and MIG/MAG processes
• High quality welding performance
• Wise arc solution compatible
• Menu language choice
• Power cost efficient
• Security code lock

FastMig Pulse 450 shown with MXF67
wire feeding unit, FastCool 10 water
cooling unit and PM500 transport unit.

12
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For detailed product information, videos and news...

FastMig Pulse key features

FastMig Pulse options

Clear, simple control panel. Power and arc length control, memory channels
and lock, safety isolation, inductance, gas test, wire inch, 2T/4T, hot start, crater fill
and MMA and MatchLog options.
DuraTorque 4x4 wire drive mechanism ensures consistent wire speed and
quality welds.
Three-core control cable makes distance cable sets lightweight and easy to
maintain.
Tough, dual-skin wire feed case options made from impact resistant plastic.
MXF63 and MXF67 casings offer long service life protection.
Select, manage and refine weld process with P65 control panel. Process and
materials menu, specialist welding functions, menu language selection, security
lock, user channels.
Increase welding performance and gun consumable life with optional
FastCool units.
Wise solution products keep you ahead of the game.
See pages 44–45 for further details.

DataGun

SuperSnake GT02SW

R30 DataRemote

Choose your welding
software – Off the peg or
made to measure? For all
your basic welding needs
choose Work Pack, including
selections for steel, aluminium,
and stainless steel filler wires.
Choose Project Pack to match
your local needs perfectly.
Upgrade either version
anytime with DataGun.

SuperSnake GT02SW –
The ultimate distance and
access solution. Extend the
reach of standard welding
guns up to 25m from the wire
feed unit. See pages 14–15.

When remote arc control is
necessary, R30 DataRemote
provides the solution.

DuraTorque 4x4 wire drive mechanism

Wire feed units for different
applications. MXF 65/MXF 67
for 300mm wire spools. MXF 63
for 200mm wire spools.

Connection voltage, 3~, 50/60Hz
Output (40 °C)
Fuse, delayed
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

FastMig Pulse 350
400 V -15%...+20%
350 A @ 80% duty cycle
25 A
590 x 230 x 430
36

FastMig Pulse 450
400 V -15%...+20%
450 A @ 60% duty cycle
35 A
590 x 230 x 430
36
MIG/MAG Welding | FastMig Pulse
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SuperSnake
GT02S/GT02SW

The ultimate
distance and
access solution

FastMig KMS/Pulse power source.

If distance and access are your
problem, then take a look at
SuperSnake GT02S and GT02SW.
SuperSnake extends the reach of
standard Euro MIG welding guns,
providing simple distance wire
feeding for a variety of filler wires
up to 30m from the wire feed unit.
Negotiating its terrain with ease,
SuperSnake is the ultimate predator
of the welding world.
In brief
• Suitable for Fe/SS/Al/FCW/MCW
filler wires
• Includes voltage and wire
speed adjustment
• Large, clear meter display
• Brights LED cabinet lighting
• 10, 15, 20, 25m air- and
water-cooled models
• Visible safety with tough, bright
orange sheathing

Normal welding
gun max. 5 metres

Output @ 60% duty cycle (40 °C)
Wire feed mechanism
Wire feed speed
Feeder body (GT02SW) dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Wire recommendations, 25m

14
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Kemppi SuperSnake
GT02S max.
30 metres

SuperSnake
380A
2-roll
0–25m/min
102 x 371 x 138
Solid Fe/SS
ø 1.0–1.6
Al alloys
ø 1.2–1.6
FCW/MCW
ø 1.2–1.6

For detailed product information, videos and news please visit www.kemppi.com

FastMig MXF 67 wire feed unit.

ProMig interconnection
cable set.

SuperSnake key features
The SuperSnake GT02S/GT02SW removes the need to carry large and
heavy wire feed units, reducing personnel fatigue, improving safety, and
increasing productivity. The SuperSnake connects easily to FastMig MXF wire
feed units, bringing quality welding to locations that other welding brands just
can’t reach.
SuperSnake GT02S/GT02SW is compatible with MMT and PMT
welding guns. See pages 17–18.

MIG/MAG welding | SuperSnake
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ArcFeed
200/300/300P/300RC

MIG/MAG
productivity
from any CC
or CV welding
power source
ArcFeed 200 and 300 are voltage
sensing wire feed units for productive
MIG/MAG welding and can be used
from almost every welding power
source, including welder generators.
Even old static MMA equipment can
be transformed for productive
MIG/MAG welding.

ArcFeed key features
ArcFeed equipment only requires one power cable and the earth return
lead from the power source, so it’s ideal for site conditions where multi-core
control cables could easily damage. Less cable means less to carry on site,
making the lightweight cabinets easy to live with.
Each unit is equipped with a 4x4 wire drive mechanism and ArcFeed
300RC model is equipped with a useful remote control function for adjusting
welding current.
Other additional features include:
•
•
•
•

Burn back time control
Wire inch switch
Gas test
Post gas timer

ArcFeed equipment is compatible
with MMT welding guns.
See pages 17–18.

ArcFeed gives a good, smooth start
and the backlit LCD display is protected
by thick polycarbonate glass.
In brief
• Utilise MMA power sources for
productive MIG/MAG welding
• Ideal for tough site environments
• Excellent for self shielded filler wires
• Compact, lightweight, robust
• Large, clear LCD display

ArcFeed 200 shown
with KMS 400 AS
power source.
See page 29.

Output @ 100% duty cycle
Wire spool, max. ø (mm)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
Welding wire types

16
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200
300, 300RC, 300P
300A
300A
200
300
510 x 200 x 310
590 x 240 x 445
11
15
Flux-cored wires, ø 1.2–2.0 mm (2.4 mm, 300P)
Self-shielded wires, ø 1.6–2.0 mm (2.4 mm, 300P)
Solid wires, ø 1.0–1.6 mm
For detailed product information, videos and news...

MMT/PMT/WS

MIG/MAG
welding gun
range
The best combination of weight and
balance ensures welding craftsmen
comfortably deliver their skill weld
after weld.

Welding gun options
MMT guns are suitable for use in all Euro connected machines and are available
from 3m to 4.5m in length.
PMT guns accept the RMT10 remote control device for power or channel
remote selection during welding for use with specific Kemppi equipment
models. Available from 3m to 4.5m in length.
WS guns offer extended reach and distance for stainless steel and aluminium
welding and are available from 6m to 8m in length. WS guns use a patented DL
liner material that reduces friction loss and makes distance wire feeding possible.

Choose from a wide range of Euro
connected MIG/MAG welding guns in
a variety of lengths from 3m to 8m.
High quality materials and effective
design means Kemppi guns feel
good and last longer.

..please visit www.kemppi.com
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MIG Welding Guns

MMT

MMT 25

MMT 27

MMT 32

MMT 35

MMT 42

250 A

270 A

320 A

350 A

420 A

Air
0.6–1.2
6252513MMT
6252514MMT

Air
0.6–1.2
6252713MMT
6252714MMT

Air
0.8–1.6
6253213MMT
6253214MMT

Air
0.8–1.6
6253513MMT
6253514MMT

Air
0.8–1.6
6254213MMT
6254214MMT

PMT 25
250 A

PMT 27
270 A

PMT 32
320 A

PMT 35
350 A

PMT 42
420 A

Air
Air
ø mm
0.6–1.2
0.6–1.2
3m
6252513
6252713
Ordering code
4.5 m
6252514
6252714
PMT/WS guns are compatible with optional gun remote control unit RMT 10 (6185475).

Air
0.8–1.6
6253213
6253214

Air
0.8–1.6
6253513
6253514

WS
Load capacity
(Ar + CO₂)
Cooling
Filler wires ø mm

Load capacity
(Ar + CO₂)
Cooling
Filler wires
Ordering code

35 %
100 %
ø mm
3m
4.5 m

PMT
Load capacity
(Ar + CO₂)
Cooling
Filler wires

35 %
100 %

WS35

WS30W

WS42W

300 A/35 %

250 A/100 %

300 A/100 %

Air
Liquid
Ss
1.0
1.0–1.2
Al
1.2
1.2 (1.6)
6 m, Al 1.2
6253516A12
6253046A12
6 m Ss 1.0
6253516S10
6253046S10
6 m Ss 1.2
6253046S12
Ordering code
8 m, Al 1.2
6253048A12
8 m Ss 1.0
6253048S10
8 m Ss 1.2
6253048S12
The ordering number comprises the gun, the DL Teflon wire liner and 5 contact tips.

Liquid
1.0–1.2
1.2 (1.6)
6254206A12
6254206S10
6254206S12
6254208A12
6254208S10
6254208S12

18
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MMT 30W

MMT 42W

MMT 52W

300 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6253043MMT
6253044MMT

400 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6254203MMT
6254204MMT

500 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6255203MMT
6255204MMT

PMT 30W

PMT 42W

PMT 52W

Air
0.8–1.6
6254213
6254214

300 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6253043
6253044

400 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6254203
6254204

500 A
Liquid
0.8–1.6
6255203
6255204

MMG

MMG20
180 A (25 %)

Fe
Ss, Al
3m

Air
0.6–1.0
0.8–1.0
6250200

MMG20 guns are used only in MinarcMig equipment.
Wire liners:
MMG20

0.6–1.0 mm (Fe)
0.6–1.0 mm (Ss, Al)

4307650
4307660

For detailed product information, videos and news...

TIG welding
Professional TIG welders know what they want and at
Kemppi we’ve developed the tools to keep them smiling.
Precise ignition and smooth, stable current flow are the
baseline for every model in our TIG welding range.
Optional remote control units can be selected to suit either
workshop or site conditions, allowing welders to concentrate
on quality. See pages 36–37.
MinarcTig

20

MasterTig MLS

21

MasterTig MLS ACDC

22

MasterTig AC/DC

23

TIG Torches

..please visit www.kemppi.com

24–25
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MinarcTig
180/180 MLP
250/250 MLP

The finest TIG
welding quality
Just what you’d expect from Kemppi
TIG welding equipment, accurate and
refined ignition, plus the necessary
control, power and duty to complete
your welding task.
MinarcTig range is the ideal DC TIG
welding solution for installation,
repair and maintenance applications.
180 and 250 amp models suit high
quality work and their lightweight
and compact size is a real bonus for
professionals on the move around site.

MinarcTig key features
MinarcTig is a dual-process machine,
providing an impressive DC TIG and
MMA welding experience. Choose
from a four model range including 180,
180 MLP, 250, 250 MLP models. High 35%
duty cycle and light weight combine real
performance advantages, plus exceptional
control in low current ignition means
refined TIG welding quality for precise
applications. MLP models are equipped
with additional functions including
Minilog and semi-automatic pulse welding
features.
MinarcTig 180 shown
on optional 2-wheel
transport unit MST 400.

In brief
• Clear parameter display
• Pre and post gas timer
• Slope in/out timer
• Torch switch latching
• Pulse welding option
• Generator power compatible

For TTC torch
range see
page 25.

Connection voltage
Output @ 35% duty cycle (40 °C)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
20
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180, 180 MLP
1~ 230 V
140A (MMA), 180A (TIG)
400 x 180 x 340
7.8

250, 250 MLP
3~ 400 V
220A (MMA), 250A (TIG, 30%)
400 x 180 x 340
10.7

For detailed product information, videos and news...

MasterTig MLS
2000/3000/4000

Some tools simply
feel better to use
than others
MasterTig MLS DC range has become
an industry standard for many users,
offering precise welding performance
and lightweight, portable design.
A popular choice for welding
professionals, options include 200,
300 and 400 amp power sources
with 30% duty cycle at maximum
output current.
Choose from four control panel
options, allowing you to select exactly
the parameter control that's right for
your welding application.

MasterTig MLS options

MTL

MTX

MTM

MTL/MTX/MTM/MTZ control panel
options contain basic and specialist
functions required for quality DC TIG and
MMA welding. Features can include: HF
or contact ignition, pre-gas and post-gas
control, torch switch latching 2T/4T,
remote control and setup options, welding
current upslope and downslope timer,
MMA ignition pulse, MMA arc dynamics,
pulse and synergic pulse TIG, spot timer,
4T log and memory channel function.

MTZ

MasterTig MLS models can be
equipped with optional MasterCool
units. Shown here with T100
2-wheel transport unit.

RTC10 and RTC20 TIG torch remote
controls, ideal for site work applications.
See pages 36–37.

In brief
• DC TIG and MMA power output
• Compact size ensures effortless
mobility
• Excellent ignition quality, even with
long TIG torches
• Quick pulse function increases
welding speed and quality
• Suitable for mains or power
generator use

Connection voltage 50/60 Hz
Fuse, delayed
Output @ 30% duty cycle (40 °C)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

2000
1~ 230 V
3G2.5 (3.3m)/16 A
200 A/18 V
410 x 180 x 390
15

3000
3~ 400 V
4G1.5 (5m)/10 A
300 A/22 V
500 x 180 x 390
22

4000
3~ 400 V
4G2.5 (5m)/16 A
400 A/26 V
500 x 180 x 390
23
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MasterTig MLS
2300/3000/3003 ACDC

MLS control for
the finest TIG
welding quality
The best tools make demanding
work easy. MasterTig MLS ACDC
offers TIG welding professionals
the necessary control to meet
their exacting needs. Whatever the
application, enjoy the performance.
Model choice includes 230 amp,
1ph 230V or 300 amp, 3ph 400V, plus
300 amp 3ph 230V/460V multi-volt.  
In brief
• TIG and MMA processes eg:
DC-, DC+, AC, MIX TIG
• Power cost efficient, compact
dimensions
• MasterCool option for high
duty applications
• MicroTack for fast, low heat
tack welding

MasterTig MLS ACDC key features

ACS

ACX

MasterTig MLS ACDC is a precise
aluminium welding specialist that suits all
welded materials. Modular design allows
you to build the package that best suits
your needs.
Choose from either ACS or ACX control
panels allowing fast adjustment of base
parameters including: pre/post gas time,
AC arc frequency and slope time values.
ACS provides all necessary controls for DC,
AC and MIX TIG welding with either HF
or contact ignition. ACX offers additional
functions including MicroTack, memory
channels and pulsed welding function.

MasterTig MLS ACDC models
can be equipped with optional
MasterCool units. Shown here with
T100 2-wheel transport unit.

For TTC torch
range see
page 25.

Connection voltage 50/60Hz
Fuse, delayed
Output @ 40% duty cycle (40 °C)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
22
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MLS 2300 ACDC
1~230 V ±15 %
3G2.5 (3.3m)/15A
TIG 230 A/19.2 V
430 x 180 x 390
15

MLS 3000 ACDC
3~400 V ±10%
4G2.5 (5m)/16A
TIG 300 A/22 V
500 x 180 x 390
23

MLS 3003 ACDC + VRD
3~230 V/… 460 V
4G2.5 (5m)20/16A
TIG 300 A/22 V
500 x 180 x 390
25
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MasterTig
AC/DC 3500W

Powerful
dependable and
reassuringly
economic
MasterTig AC/DC 3500W only
requires a 20 amp 3ph power
supply, some small indication of the
economy offered by this modern
power source design.
A maximum power output of 350 amp
at 60% duty cycle ensures you have
enough power and the integral
water cooling unit keeps water
cooled torches cool during high
duty production welding.
In brief
• Automatic AC balance increases the
quality and speed of welding
• Precise penetration control based on
AC frequency adjustment
• Reliable arc ignition and functionality
• A choice of three control panels
suiting different customer needs

MasterTig AC/DC key features and options

ACDC

ACDC Minilog

ACDC Pulse

MasterTig AC/DC 3500W control panels provide all of the necessary
functions needed for TIG welding. Simply choose the control level that
suits your particular needs. Options include pulsed and basic versions with
large clear meter displays. Standard features include: Pre and Post gas time
control, slope control, arc shape
AC balance control, torch switch
latching, remote control selection
and MMA process.
Safety code lock feature
prevents unauthorised use of the
equipment.
For TTK TIG torch range
see page 25.

MasterTig AC/DC 3500 mounted
to T22 transport unit.

Connection voltage
Fuse, delayed 400 V
Output @ 60% duty cycle (40 °C)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

AC/DC 3500W
3~, 50 / 60 Hz, 400 V ± 10 %
20 A
TIG AC 350 A/24 V
690 x 260 x 870
74
TIG Welding | MasterTig
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TTM/TTK/TTC

TIG welding
torch range
Welding craftsmen deserve the
best tools. Kemppi TIG torches
just feel that little bit better
in the hand for those quality
welding tasks.
Kemppi TIG torches suit a variety
of equipment and are available
from 4m to 16m in length.
Manufactured using the
best materials, you can trust
Kemppi TIG torches to perform,
allowing you to concentrate on
completing beautiful looking
TIG welds.

TIG welding torch options
The TTM range is equipped with manual gas valves to regulate the shielding
gas flow, ensuring basic TIG welding tasks are easily completed. Use with
MMA power sources for scratch and TouchArc TIG ignition.
The TTK range fits a wide range of industrial TIG welding machines.
Standard thread terminations easily connect for power, gas and water
(model dependent) and every model is fitted with an ignition switch, cable
and plug as standard.
The TTC range is designed for use with specific Kemppi TIG machines and
available in both gas and water cooled models. TTC torches support RTC10
and RTC20 remote control modules that replace the standard on/off switch
with a convenient and precise remote current regulator for easy ignition and
power control at distance.

Load capacity, DC-TIG
Machine connector
Order code
24
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TTM 15 V

TTM 15 V BC

TTC 220 GV

140 A (35%)
R¼
6271432

150 A (35%)
R3/8
627143201

220 A (40%)
R3/8
627022304

For detailed product information, videos and news...

TIG Welding Torches

TTC 130

TTC 130F

DC 40 % ED
130 A
130 A
DC 100 % ED
Electrodes
ø mm
1.0–2.4
1.0–2.4
Connection
Gas/current
R¼
R¼
Liquid
4m
627013004
627013104
Ordering code
8m
627013008
627013108
16 m
627013016
627013116
RTC 10 (6185477) and RTC 20 (6185478) remote control units are available as options (see page 37).
Load capacity,
Ar + CO₂

Load capacity
Electrodes
Connection

Ordering code

DC 40 % ED
DC 100 % ED
AC 40 % ED
AC 100 % ED
ø mm
Gas/current
Liquid/current
Gas
4m
8m
16 m

..please visit www.kemppi.com

TTC 160

TTC 160S

TTC 220

TTC 200W

TTC 250W

TTC 250WS

160 A

160 A

220 A

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–3.2
R¼

627016004
627016008
627016016

627016204
627016208
627016216

627022004
627022008
627022016

300 A
200 A
1.0–2.4
R¼
Snap connection
627020504
627020508
627020516

350 A
250 A
1.0–4.0
R¼
Snap connection
627025504
627025508
627025516

250 A
200 A
1.0–4.0
R¼
Snap connection
627025704
627025708
627025716

TTK 130

TTK 130F

TTK 160

TTK 160S

TTK 220

TTK 220S

TTK 300W

TTK 350W

TTK 250WS

130 A

130 A

160 A

160 A

220 A

220 A

100 A

100 A

120 A

110 A

160 A

120 A

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–2.4
R¼

1.0–3.2
R¼

1.0–3.2
R¼

300 A
200 A
250 A
140 A
1.0–2.4

350 A
250 A
300 A
200 A
1.0–4.0

250 A
200 A
250 A
140 A
1.0–4.0

R3/8
R¼
627080504
627080508
627080516

R3/8
R¼
627085504
627085508
627085516

R3/8
R¼
627075704
627075708
627075716

627063004
627063008
627063016

627063104
627063108
627063116

627066004
627066008
627066016

627066204
627066208
627066216

627072004
627072008
627072016

627072304
627072308
627072316

TIG Welding | TIG Welding Torches
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MMA welding
Compact, lightweight and capable. Kemppi MMA
equipment meets professional welding demands in every
respect. Arc ignition and stability dynamic control ensure
every electrode burns effortlessly to produce quality welding.
All models are power generator compatible and able to operate
in sub zero or desert sun conditions. So whether you need to
repair your snow bike or complete that steel building project
in the heat of the midday sun, you can trust Kemppi MMA
equipment to get the job done.

26

Minarc
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Master MLS

28

FastMig KMS 400 AS

29

KempGouge

30
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Minarc
150/151/220

Little giants
of the MMA
welding world
Outstanding performance is no
overstatement. Every element of
Minarc MMA is designed to meet the
needs of welders on the move. Where
size, weight and welding quality are
concerned, there is no equal.
Ideal for site use, you can use
Minarc MMA from either mains
or generator power supplies.
Enjoy 140/220 amp welding
power at 35% duty cycle.

Minarc key features
Minarc MMA equipment has a superb
reputation among its worldwide user
base. Large voltage reserve and automatic
arc force control provide excellent arc
stability in all positions and for a wide
range of electrode types.
Tolerance of input voltage fluctuation
gives further performance advantage, even
when using extra-long cables up to 50m
from the power source. In addition, Minarc
220 is equipped with TouchArc TIG ignition
and remote current control options.

Minarc is easy to carry. Even when
climbing site ladders and staircases
you can normally take everything
you need in one journey.
In brief
• Excellent welding quality and
ignition dynamics
• Light weight, high power and duty
• Ready to weld packages

Lightweight, compact and
super portable.

Connection voltage
Output @ 35% duty cycle (40 °C)
MMA electrodes ø (mm)
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

150/151
1~230 V (110 V for 151)
140 A (MMA) 150 A (TIG)
1.5 – 3.25
320 x 123 x 265
4.0/4.4

220
3~400 V
220 A (MMA) 220 A (TIG)
1.5 – 5.0
400 x 180 x 340
9.2

MMA Welding | Minarc
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Master MLS
2500/3500

Premium MMA
welding quality
Master MLS machines offer the best
choice in MMA welding refinement.
Combine either the 250 or 350 amp
power source with the basic MEL or
advanced MEX control panels for
outstanding welding performance.
High 40% duty cycle ensures you
have the work capacity to get the
job done; whilst the compact and
lightweight specification makes
work around site easy.
In brief
• Specific design for MMA welding
• Compact and portable
• Control panel choice for varied
applications
• Designed for all electrode types
• MMA and TIG welding function
• Suitable for use with power
generators

Master MLS key features and options

MEL

MEX

Control panel options MEL and MEX
include all of the necessary parameter
functions for high quality MMA welding.
MEL panel includes process selection for
MMA or basic TIG welding, large, clear
meter display hot start and arc force
control, plus remote control function.
MEX panel offers a more diverse selection
of parameter controls including:
Electronic electrode type selector, arc
gouging, or broken arc welding technique
and memory channel function. High
quality TouchArc function provides a
credible DC TIG welding facility.

Connection voltage 3~50/60 Hz
Output @ 40% duty cycle (40 °C)
Fuse, delayed
Stick electrode ø mm
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
28
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Master MLS. Shown here with
T100 2-wheel transport unit.

2500
400 V, -15 % … +20 %
250 A/30 V (300 A/22 V TIG)
4G1.5 (5m)/10 A
1.5 – 5.0
500 x 180 x 390
20

3500
400 V, -15 % … +20 %
350 A/34 V (400 A/26 V TIG)
4G2.5 (5m)/16 A
1.5 – 6.0
500 x 180 x 390
21
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FastMig
KMS 400 AS

CC/CV site welding
with extraordinary
credentials
Site welding machines normally serve
a little compromise in performance.
Not so with FastMig KMS 400 AS.
400 amp at 80% duty cycle, 0.58m3
and weighing only 35kg leaves most
competitors in the cold – and that’s
before you start comparing the
welding performance.
Use FastMig KMS 400 AS for MMA
welding or as a quality MIG/MAG
power supply. The perfect partner
for ArcFeed 200/300 tough case site
wire feed units. FastMig KMS 400 AS
and ArcFeed combination requires no
control cable and only a single power
cable and earth return lead. Excellent
for site welding applications.

FastMig KMS 400 AS key features
FastMig KMS 400 AS operation is clear and simple, providing clean,
efficient welding results. Select either CC mode for MMA welding or CV
for MIG/MAG welding. Arc tuning functions are available at the touch of
a button including MMA arc force and MIG/MAG dynamics control. For
the Kemppi MSF/MXF wire feed user, FastMig KMS 400 AS provides full
functionality for SF and SFW control panels, including appropriate Wise
welding processes.
KMS 400 AS features include:
•
•
•
•
•

Power source metering
CC/CV process mode selection
MMA Arc Force control
MIG/MAG dynamics adjustment
Start power control

In brief
• High output power and duty cycle
• For DC MMA and MIG/MAG welding
• Power generator compatible
• Light weight and compact, only 35kg

KMS 400 AS shown with
ArcFeed 200 voltage sensing
site wire feed unit.
See page 16.

Connection voltage 3~, 50/60 Hz
Fuse, delayed
Output @ 100% duty cycle (40 °C)
Welding current and voltage range
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight (kg)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

KMS 400 AS
400 V -15% … +20%
4G6 (5m)/35 A
380 A
10 A – 400 A (MMA), 10 V – 39 V (MIG)
590 x 230 x 430
35
MMA Welding | FastMig
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KempGouge
ARC 800

Mobile, heavy
duty carbon arc
gouging power
KempGouge offers 800 amps of
gouging power with 50% duty cycle.
The characteristics curve is specifically
designed for carbon arc gouging, so
gouging properties are optimised and
noise levels kept very low.

KempGouge key features
KempGouge ARC 800 gives productivity and convenience to gouging work.
When equipped with the optional R10 remote control unit, gouging current
adjustment can be made directly from the work site, removing the need to
move between the work piece and the power source for gouging current
adjustments.
The carbon arc gouging electrode holder GT4000 is designed for use with the
KempGouge and suits either round or flat electrodes. The air pressure used for
gouging can be adjusted via the control mounted on the holder itself.

Package includes power source,
control panel, and transport unit for
easy mobility.
KempGouge lets you open roots
or faulty welds, prepare welding
grooves, cut metals, pierce holes,
clean casts and remove excess metal.
In brief
• Designed specifically for carbon
arc gouging
• Extremely power efficient
• Compact and easy to move
• Panel or remote current adjustment

Package includes transport unit.

Connection voltage 3~, 50/60 Hz
Output @ 50% duty cycle (40 °C)
Fuse, delayed
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
Weight with transport unit (kg)
30
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ARC 800
400 V, -15 % … +20 %
800 A/44 V
63 A
700 x 660 x 1400
115
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Welding Automation
Repetitive high volume welding has become synonymous
with robotised systems. Kemppi has developed welding
equipment that either integrates or independently controls
the welding power source parameters and setup.
In addition, our welding engineers have developed Wise arc
techniques that meet specific automation challenges in thin
plate and multi-positional welding. These products are further
described on pages 44–45 of this catalogue and can be ordered
as optional fit to new or existing, compatible equipment.
KempArc SYN/KempArc Pulse

..please visit www.kemppi.com
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KempArc
SYN 300, 400, 500
Pulse 350, 450

Modular MIG/
MAG welding
systems for
automation

KempArc key features

KempArc is specifically designed
for MIG/MAG welding automation.
Synergic or pulsed welding process
variants are available in either
300/400/500 amp synergic models,
or 350 or 450 amp pulsed models.
Each range offers logical process
adjustment, ensuring quick set-up
for busy industry.

Choose either digital or analogue models for integration with different
robotic control systems. Digital process management ensures fast
communication speeds for precise ignition and welding quality. Memory
channels are available as standard for systems that demand independent
parameter storage.

KempArc automation range allows standard or tailored welding
packages to suit your specific welding environment. For example
KempArc Pulse range offers Work Pack, including welding software
selections for steel, aluminium, and stainless steel filler wires, or Project
Pack where you match your specific local welding needs perfectly.
Either version can be upgraded at anytime.

KempArc Browser robot interface is an easy way to control the welding
parameters of KempArc robotic welding equipment. Just take your teach
pendant device and open the control panel with the KempArc Browser.
You can also connect to it through intranet or with a laptop for easy
maintenance and service of your KempArc system.

Wise process automation products
offer additional choice and
solutions that match welding in the
real world, so you can be sure to
cover your welding requirements
now and far into the future.
In brief
• Synergic or pulsed MIG/MAG
welding
• Digital or analogue models
• Compact, lightweight wire drive
mechanism
• Wise welding solutions compatible
see pages 44–45
• KempArc browser robot interface
Robot control pendant displaying
KempArc Browser interface.

32
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KempArc options
DT400 wire feed unit mounts to the back of the robot arm or as
a convenient integrated wire feed solution for any mechanized
welding system. DT400 is compact and light in weight,
incorporating a 4x4 drive mechanism.
KempCool 10 keeps a cool head in the heat of production
welding with 1 kW of cooling power.
KF 62 control pendant offers remote welding control for
KempArc Pulse power source.

DT400 wire feed unit.

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Connection voltage
Fuse, delayed
Output (40 ˚C)

SYN 300
400 V (-15 … +20 %)
25 A
300 A @ 100% duty cycle

SYN 400
400 V (-15 … +20 %)
35 A
400 A @ 80% duty cycle

SYN 500
400 V (-15 … +20 %)
35 A
500 A @ 60% duty cycle

Pulse 350
400 V -15 % … +20 %
25 A
350 A @ 80% duty cycle

Pulse 450
400 V -15 % … +20 %
35 A
450 A @ 60% duty cycle

Dimensions (mm)

590 x 230 x 500

590 x 230 x 500

590 x 230 x 500

590 x 230 x 430

590 x 230 x 430

Weight (kg)

34

35

36

36

37
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Accessories and Ancillary Products
Kemppi offers a range of ancillary products to improve work
safety, comfort and productivity.
Welding helmets, arc time measurement, gas guards, earth return
clamps, gun holders, remote power control and transport units are
designed to compliment the use and efficiency of our equipment.
Helmets

34

35

Remote controls

36–37

Ancillary products

38–39

2-wheel transport units

40–41

4-wheel transport units

42–43
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Beta
90/90A/90X

Beta 90

Beta 90A/90X

Beta welding helmets

In brief

Kemppi Beta welding helmets provide
excellent protection for welding and post
weld cleaning and grinding processes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipped with either a standard glass filter
or electronic arc sensitive lens, in fixed or
variable filter shade specification.

Pivoting filter glass including ‘peep’ position.
Particularly useful with Beta 90 standard
lens model.

Beta 90 standard glass lens model
Beta 90A fixed shade EN3/11 electronic lens model
Beta 90X variable shade and sensitivity EN4/9-13 electronic lens model
Welding and grinding impact rated for eye and face protection to EN175
Two stage pivoting filter glass including ‘peep’ position
Deep cut design ensures additional face and neck protection

All Beta models feature the same lightweight
shell that includes grinding impact rating.
So whichever model you choose, you can
be sure to enjoy the same safety protection.

Filter lens dimensions (mm)
Viewing window (mm)
Shade range
Sensitivity
Switching time
Delay (dark ➞ bright), (s)
..please visit www.kemppi.com

BETA 90
90 x 110
90 x 110
EN 8–14

BETA 90A
90 x 110
46.5 x 95
EN 3 / 11
Fixed
0.0005
0.2

BETA 90X
90 x 110
46.5 x 95
EN 4 / 9–13
Adjustable
0.00015
0.2–0.8 adjustable
Welding Helmets
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Remote Controls

Increase
productivity,
reduce fatigue

C100F

R11F

Increase welding quality, work
efficiency, comfort and safety with
appropriate, easy to use remote
controls.
Gun remotes, hand-held and pedal
control units reduce the need for
movement between workplace
and power source, increasing work
efficiency and reducing fatigue.

C100F
Length (m)
Order code
MinarcTig
MasterTig MLS
MasterTig MLS ACDC
MasterTig AC/DC

R11F
5
6185405

5
6185407
l
l
l

l

R11T

R11T wireless remote control for MMA
welding. Compatible with Master and
MasterTig MLS models.

36

Remote Controls
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C100С

Length (m)
Order code
FastMig Synergic

C100AС

C100D

R10

R20

R11T

C100C

C100C

C100AC

C100D

C100D

R10

R10

R20

R20

5
6185410

10
6185411

10
6185417

5
6185413

10
6185414

5
6185409
l

10
618540901
l

5
6185419
l

10
6185419E
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l

R11T
6185442

FastMig Pulse
Minarc 220
MinarcTig
MasterTig MLS
MasterTig MLS ACDC
MasterTig AC/DC
Master MLS
KempGouge ARC800

RMT 10

..please visit www.kemppi.com

l

l

RTC 10

l

l

R30
R30

R30

5
6185420
l(MXF)
l

10 m
618542001
l (MXF)
l

l

l
l

RTC 20
Gun/torch compatible remote controls

Order code

RMT 10
RTC 10
RTC 20

6185475
6185477
6185478

For PMT guns
For TTC torches
For TTC torches

Remote Controls
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Ancillary Products

Earth clamps/Connection
Kemppi 200, 200A
Kemppi 350, 350A
Kemppi 500, 500A
Kemppi G- 600, 600A

Order code
25–35 mm, cable shoe connection ø 6 mm
50–70 mm, cable shoe connection ø 6 mm, copper braid between the connector jaws
70–95 mm, cable shoe connection ø 8 mm, copper braid between the connector jaws
35–120 mm, cable connection with hex screw, brass frame, screw-type

9871531
9871540
9871541
9871560

Electrode holders

60/35 % ED, current rating

Weight (g) / cable size (mm²)

Order code

KEMPPI 300
KEMPPI 400
KEMPPI 500
KEMPPI 600
MYKING 200
MYKING 450
MYKING 600

150/200, 300 A
200/250, 400 A
250/300, 500 A
300/400, 600 A
200 A
450 A
600 A

321/16–25
421/16–25
500/35–50
855/50–70
285/10–25
485/35–70
535/50–70

9871021
9871031
9871041
9871051
9871060
9871070
9871080

All have a copper alloy frame and cable connection with a hex screw
38
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Gun holders

Order code

Gas guards

Order code

GH 10
GH 20
GH 30

6256010
6256020
6256030

GG 400
GG 200/300

6237405
6237406

Gun holders are primarily intended to be attached to welding machines, but they can
also be attached to transport units and welding tables.

More productivity with the arc time measuring device

GG 400 regulates gas flow range 5–25 l/min. It stops the
welding automatically, if the gas pressure is not sufficient.

Kemppi ArcTimer is a small palm-size tool that measures
actual arc burning time from any welding device. It is intended
for developing welding work-processes and improving
productivity for individual welding machines.
Kemppi ArcTimer is attached to the welding or earthing cable,
and it uses the current running in the cable to measure the
arc time. When welding starts, the device begins to record the
arc time. You can see the time on the display in hours with an
accuracy of two decimals. The arc time reading on the display
increases, until you reset the device by pushing the button
under the display.

Cable connectors
Current durability A
200
250
315
400
500
600
Branch connector (1 male
and 2 female connections)

Cable mm²
10–25
35
50
70
95
95
70/90

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Order code

Order code

Male
9771650
9771671
9771670
9771680

Female
9771626
9771628
9771627
9771629
9771630

9771681
9771637

ArcTimer
Measured current range
Cable diameter mm2
Minimum battery lifetime
Protection class
Operating temperature
Dimensions LxWxH, (mm)
Weight (g)

Order code 6209200
20 – 500 A
50 – 95
5 years
IP23
-10 … +50 °C
92 x 82 x 32
215
Ancillary Products
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2-Wheel Transport Units

* Recommended for smaller
gas bottle sizes

MST 400*

T 130

40

2-Wheel Transport Units

ST 7

T 200

For detailed product information, videos and news...

MST 400
ST 7
T 10
T 100
T 110
T 120
T 130
T 200

..please visit www.kemppi.com
Order code
6185294
6185290
6185231
6185250
6185251
6185252
6185222
6185258
Weight kg
11.8
17
18
20
18
33
23
28
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l

MinarcMig Adaptive 170, 180
Minarc Tig 180, 250, 180 MLP, 250 MLP
Minarc 220

KempArc Pulse 350, 450

Kempact Pulse 3000

l

KempArc SYN 300, 400, 500

Fitweld 300

T 100

FastMig Basic + Synergic + Pulse
*(T 120 installation set W003053)

FastMig Basic + Synergic + Pulse
*( T 10 installation set W002085)

MasterTig MLS 2300, 3000, 3003 ACDC

MasterTig AC/DC 3500W

MasterTig MLS 3000, 4000
MasterCool 10

MasterTig MLS 3000, 4000

MasterTig MLS 2000

Master MLS 2500, 3500

T 10
T 110*
T 120

l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l

2-Wheel Transport Units
41

4-Wheel Transport Units
T 400

P 20
PM 500
PM 501
PM 502
T 22
T 400
42

4-Wheel Transport Units

MasterTig AC/DC 3500W

KempArc

KempoWeld

FastMig Basic + Synergic + Pulse
auxiliary unit PSL 55

Weight kg
25
23
25
7.5
25
40

FastMig Basic + Synergic + Pulse

Order code
6185261
6185291
6185292
6185293
6185256
6185267

Kempact Pulse 3000 + KempactCool 10

T 22

l
l

l
l

l

l
l

l

l
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P 30W

P 40

Transport units for wire feeders
and compact power sources

P 501

P 250
PM 500

PM 501

P 250
P 500
P 501

l

l

FastMig MF33
(with mounting kit 6185287)

Weight kg
7.2
7.2
6.5

FastMig MXF65, MXF67

Order code
6185268
6185265
6185269

Kempact Pulse 3000 +
KempactCool 10

PM 502
KempoWeld/WIRE

P 20

Kempact MIG 2530/Pulse 3000

P 500

l

l
l

Check mounting kit requirements for wire feed units
..please visit www.kemppi.com

4-Wheel Transport Units
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Wise

Wise decisions create
a more productive
result
WISE products are welding software
solutions that provide a range of useful
benefits, enabling levels of welding
performance that otherwise would be
impossible to achieve with standard
MIG/MAG welding process.
Compatible with FastMig KMS and Pulse
and KempArc automation equipment, Wise
process solutions can be purchased and
integrated to your equipment delivery or
added later if your welding needs change.
In brief
• Manage welding skill requirement
• Increase welding productivity
• Improve welding quality
• Reduce rework costs
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WiseRoot
WiseRoot is a highly efficient and unique tailored cold arc
process for manual (WiseRoot) and automated (WiseRoot-A)
root pass welding in Fe/StSt materials.
Designed for the effective closure of root joints and tolerance
of gaps created by poor joint fit-up, WiseRoot is three times
faster in root welding than TIG process, is easy to learn and use
and saves time on rework costs. Traditionally, welding engineers
have been reluctant to employ the standard MIG/MAG process
for quality root welding, due to known quality issues. However
Kemppi WiseRoot is everything but traditional and is now a
proven and accepted root welding solution.
In brief
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Produces high quality root welds
Allows wide root gap tolerance
No need for backing ring or ceramics
Three times faster than TIG welding
Easy to learn and use
Saves rework costs
Can decrease joint volume in thick materials,
reducing filler materials volume and cost

For detailed product information, videos and news...

Standard 1-MIG

WisePenetration

WisePenetration

WiseFusion

WiseThin

WisePenetration delivers consistent power to the weld pool
regardless of distance changes and deviations between the
welding gun nozzle and work piece. Suitable for both manual
and automated synergic MIG/MAG welding, WisePenetration
solves some age old problems.

WiseFusion creates and maintains an optimal short circuit
characteristic in pulsed MIG/MAG and spray-arc welding
applications. Keeping the arc length optimally short for
manual (WiseFusion) and automated (WiseFusion–A) welding,
WiseFusion ensures consistent weld quality in all positions,
and once set, eliminates the need for regular parameters
adjustments.

WiseThin is a tailored cold arc process for manual (WiseThin) and
automated (WiseThin-A) thin sheet welding and brazing. Typical
applications include automotive manufacturing and quality
light plate fabrication in ferrous and stainless steel materials.

In brief
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the risk of lack of fusion
Reduce the need for welding parameter adjustments
Save rework time cost through reductions in weld defects
Easy to use and deploy into production
Suitable for use with long or short cable sets
Can reduce welding time and filler materials costs

WiseRoot
WiseRoot-A
WiseThin
WiseThin-A
WisePenetration
WisePenetration-A
WiseFusion
WiseFusion-A

Order code
6265011
9991011
9991013
6265013
9991000
9991010
9991014
9991015

..please visit www.kemppi.com

KempArc Synergic

In brief
• Automatic arc length regulation for pulsed MIG/MAG
and spray-arc welding
• Excellent weld pool control for positional welding
• Narrow and energy dense arc
• Improved weld quality and appearance

KempArc Pulse

l

l

l

l

l

l

FastMig Synergic
l

In brief
• Reduces spatter with all materials including zinc-coated
plates
• Provides 10–25% lower heat input than normal MIG/MAG
welding, reducing post weld material distortion
• Excellent weld pool control with varying joint geometry
and fit-up
• Reduced post weld rework
• Increased welding speed in many applications

FastMig Pulse
l

l

l

l

l
l

l
Process Software | Wise
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Kemppi Arc System

What, where, when
and how
How much do you know about the welding
activity and productivity at your company?
Normally answered on the basis of
assumptions and individual observations,
this question is difficult to qualify.
With Kemppi Arc System you can really start
knowing and stop the guess work. Establish
accurate information about welding process
costs, equipment efficiency and utility.
In brief
• Reliable and factual
• Wireless welding data collection
• Measure data by the minute, hour or day
• Service includes system and data analysis
design
• Specify individual report needs from the
comfort of your office
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For detailed product information, videos and news...

Facts and figures when you need them
Kemppi Arc System helps you dig out the facts required
to define efficiency and assist productivity improvements.
Arc System is a client–server welding solution consisting of
data collection, data transfer, data analysis, and reporting
functionality. Offered as a high-quality turn-key solution,
Arc System suits large national and international multiple
welding unit and site users.
Benefit from the collection of reliable data, identifying
key operational performance at required levels. Kemppi
Arc System is a comprehensive, full service solution, tailored
according to customer specific needs. In addition to the data
transfer hardware, our service includes device architecture
specification, consultancy and target specification, design of
data analysis, implementation of the system and the required
hosting services.

Comprehensive reporting
Duty cycle

WPS follow-up

Welder arc time

Synergic curve

Consumption monitoring

Working method and time follow-up

Energy monitoring

Preventive maintenance indicators

Stock monitoring

Production development

Monitoring mechanised /robot welding

Welding machine fleet monitoring

Production pause reporting

Weld quality

Memory channels follow-up
Motor racing has long since monitored vehicle and driver performance
parameters and whilst monitoring itself doesn’t increase speed,
the information collected can lead to significant developments in
performance.

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Monitoring | Kemppi Arc System
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Pro Weld Data
Fast DLI 20

Measure, monitor
and record local
welding data
Pro Weld Data lets you collect
and analyse data from FastMig
and KempArc automation
welding machines. Connect the
equipment as part of a LAN system
or independently. Pro Weld Data
provides a wealth of valuable
information in a variety of
report types.
Measure primary welding data,
set parameter limits and include
important WPS information. Pro
Weld Data Fast DLI 20 compliments
any in-house welding quality system
and presents easy, manageable
report files.

Pro Weld Data features
Clearly presented in real-time numeric or graphical format, Pro Weld Data
makes weld, job and labour cost calculations easy. Measure and calculate
average values I, U, Wfs, motor current, arc time, electrical energy consumed
( kWh ), filler wire consumption (kg), gas cost, labour time/cost, total welding
cost and heat input (kJ/mm).

Can be used in Windows operating systems.

In brief
• Real time monitoring tool
• Welding limit alarm indicators
• Monitor up to 64 separate machines
• Weld cost calculation function
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For detailed product information, videos and news...

ISO9001/ISO14001

Quality and
standards
Kemppi is committed to achieving
technical excellence.
Standards are compliant with ISO
9001 quality management system
and ISO 14001 environmental
management system. CE marking
indicates that product complies
with all European directives and
essential harmonised standards.
In brief
• Certified according to ISO 9001
• Certified according to ISO 14001

Kemppi products conform to the following international standards:
Safety requirements for arc welding equipment
IEC / EN 60974-1

Part 1: Welding power sources

IEC / EN 60974-2

Part 2: Liquid cooling systems

IEC / EN 60974-3

Part 2: Arc striking and stabilising devices

IEC / EN 60974-5

Part 5: Wire feeders

IEC / EN 60974-7

Part 7: Torches

IEC / EN 60974-10

Part 10: Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) requirements

IEC / EN 60974-11

Part 10: Electrode holders

EMC classification according to CISPR 11: Class A. Kemppi's arc welding
devices are designed for industrial applications.
Degree of protection and operating temperature
Degree of protection for Kemppi machines is IP23S, indicating protection
against impact and outside storage. Welding equipment is not intended
for use in the rain or in wet conditions. The operating temperature for
Kemppi equipment is -20 °C … +40 °C, making them suitable for extreme
conditions. The storage temperature is -40 °C … +60 °C.
Load capacity and duty cycle
The load capacity of Kemppi welding machines is given as amperage based
on the duty cycle percentage. The duty cycle indicates the proportion
of a 10 minute cycle that you can weld with the given current without
the device overheating. Because the duty cycle has been given for the
temperature of +40 °C, performance is normally higher in many ambient
temperatures.

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Standards and Norms | Kemppi
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Environment
Kemppi’s development and
commercialisation of inverter
welding technology during the
1970s dramatically reduced power
source electrical consumption.
Today, so called green technology
features strongly in our business
model. Product lifecycle impact,
power consumption, materials
selection and product disposal
are all considered factors
by design.
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The Joy of Welding
Joy and welding? We believe there is a powerful connection,
and it is our role to make sure that welders get their job done
just the way they wanted it.
Technology matters, but business is still between people – our
customers and partners know what "dealing with the human
touch" really means.
Kemppi is dedicated to the Joy of Welding at every level.

For detailed product information, videos and news...

Global support, local service

Kemppi Norge A/S
Norway
T: +47 33 34 60 00
sales.no@kemppi.com

Kemppi (U.K.) Ltd.
United Kingdom
T: +44 845 6444201
sales.uk@kemppi.com

Kemppi Australia Pty Ltd
Australia
T: +61-2-9605 9500
info.au@kemppi.com

Kemppi A/S
Denmark
T: +45 4494 1677
sales.dk@kemppi.com

Kemppi France S.A.S.
France
T: +33 (0) 1 30 90 04 40
sales.fr@kemppi.com

Kemppi Oy Limitada
Chile
T: +56-2-949 1990
arturo.silva@kemppi.com

Kemppikoneet Oy
Finland
T: +358 3 899 11
myynti.fi@kemppi.com

Kemppi Benelux B.V.
The Netherlands
T: +31 76 571 7750
sales.nl@kemppi.com

Kemppi GmbH
Germany
T: +49 6033 88 020
sales.de@kemppi.com

OOO Kemppi
Russia
T: +7 495 739 4304
info.ru@kemppi.com

Kemppi Sverige AB
Sweden
T: +46-8-590 783 00
sales.se@kemppi.com

Kemppi Benelux B.V.
Belgium
T: +32 15 212 880
sales.nl@kemppi.com

Kemppi Spolka z o.o.
Poland
T: +48 22 7816162
info.pl@kemppi.com

Kemppi, Trading (Beijing) Company,
Limited Co. Ltd.
China
T: +86-10-6787 6064
T: +86-10-6787 1282
sales.cn@kemppi.com

Kemppi Oy
Head office, production
and distributor sales
Finland
T: +358 3 899 11
export@kemppi.com

..please visit www.kemppi.com

Kemppi Oy Sales Companies | Kemppi
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For the latest
detailed product
information, videos
and news, please
visit our website
www.kemppi.com
AD901EN
1035

